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Message from FIABCI WORLD PRESIDENT 2016-2017

THE JURY OF THE XVIIITH HUNGARIAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AWARDS

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
I want to congratulate all the participants and winners of the 18th Hungarian Real Estate Award organized by
FIABCI Hungary and its principal member MAISz.
Hungary is one of the best examples of how highly qualified professionals can create excellent buildings in a medium sized country with limited resources.
The Hungarian National Real Estate Award, alongside with 20 other National awards, form the base that provides
the top projects to FIABCI’s World Prix d’Excellence Award, which is the most professional award in the real estate
development field. More than 60 top experts from 35 countries take part in the judging process.

Mr Sándor KISPÁL

Mr László GÖNCZI

Mrs Brigitte JANK

Secretary General of the Hungarian
Real Estate Federation

President of FIABCI Hungary
President of the jury

Member of Parlament in Austria and
former President of FIABCI Austria

The winners of the Hungarian Real Estate Award traditionally achieve outstanding results in FIABCI’s World Prix
d’Excellence. The awarded projects from Hungary are the samples of nicely designed projects with excellent concepts and a careful approach to heritage. Hungary is the most successful in Europe with 18 gold and 15 silver
awards and I wish that this year’s winners of the Hungarian award will continue in the footsteps of their predecessors and that we will see many Hungarian developers on stage during the prize giving ceremony, which will take
place on the 26th of May 2017 in Andorra.

Kirkor Arderhanyan

Kirkor Arderhanyan

FIABCI President 2016-2017

FIABCI President 2016-2017

Greetings

Mr László KOJI

President of the Association of Hungarian
Construction Companies and Vice President of the
Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Mrs Adriena LITOMERICKA

Vice President of CEI (Central European Real Estate
Federation) 2009-2013, Member of the Board of
NARKS (National Association of Realtor Companies
of Slovakia) 1999-2013

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Mr Imre BÁLINT DLA

As President of the FIABCI Prix d’Excellence Committee, my responsibility is the professional management of the FIABCI
World Prix d’Excellence, which is the most acknowledged worldwide award of the real estate industry. The National
Awards are the basis of FIABCI World Prix d’Excellence.

President of the Chamber
of Architects of Budapest

I acknowledge the big effort of FIABCI Hungary to have organized the Hungarian Real Estate Development Award since
1997, with the help of the Hungarian Real Estate Association.
This year again a lot of outstanding projects took part in the competition. Excellent hotels, interesting public area developments, retail, residential, industrial and public buildings are among the submitted projects.
The international professionals admire the careful approach of Hungarian developers to the renewal of historical buildings. It is also important that during the last years more and more green buildings have been constructed in Hungary.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the winners and all participants of the 18th Hungarian Real Estate
Development Award and extend my enthusiastic acknowledgement to its organizers FIABCI Hungary and the Principal
Member MAISz.

Alexander Romanenko

Mr László BORSI
President of the Residential Market
Media Group

Dr Csaba Ders
Member of the Board of the
Hungarian Society for Urban Planning

President of the FIABCI
Prix d’Excellence Committee 2016-2017

Dr Péter HAJNÓCZY
President of the Association of
Hungarian Architects

I hope that we will see again Hungarian winners during the prize giving ceremony in May 2017 in Andorra.

Alexander Romanenko

President of the FIABCI Prix d’Excellence Committee 2016-2017

The 18 year history of the FIABCI Hungarian Real Estate Development Awards reflects the real estate development
activity in Hungary since the economic changes at the end of the 1980s. FIABCI Hungary established the awards in 1997
with the goal of demonstrating to the Hungarian public, that a new sector in the economy was established. Another,
but not less important goal was to support Hungarian participation in the FIABCI World Prix d`Excellence award.
Over 18 award ceremonies, more than 300 projects participated, and all of the important developments in Hungary
competed for these awards with the winners enjoying the right to be nominated at international level, where the results
have been exceptional. Since 1998, when Hungarian developers first took part in the FIABCI World Prix d`Excellence,
Hungary achieved 18 gold and 15 silver awards.
During this 18 year period, Hungary was the most successful country in Europe. We are proud that Hungary, following
Brazil and Malaysia, was the third country to recognize the importance of a local award, and therefore worked diligently
to convince other countries to organize their own national awards. Last year, there were close to 20 national awards,
and several new countries will have their own competitions soon. We hope the winners of the 18th FIABCI Hungarian
Real Estate Development Award will follow these traditions, and that we will also have the possibility of congratulating
Hungarian Winners in Andorra in May 2017 once more.

Gönczi László

Dr István SZAUTER
Advisor to the President of the Association
of Hungarian Hotels and Restaurants

Ms Éva BELEZNAY

Member of the Board for the Association
of Hungarian Sustainable Construction
Companies / Organisations

Mr Balázs SZŰCS
Main Architect of the Municipality of Ferencváros,
the IXth district of Budapest

President FIABCI Hungary
President of the Jury
of the XVIIIth Hungarian Real Estate
Development Award

FIABCI Hungary decided to invite the property developers of neighbouring countries to take part in the Hungarian National Real Estate Development Award, and we hope that next year our award will become a Central European accolade.
László Gönczi

President FIABCI Hungary
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I.

Award
Winner of
the Heritage
Renovation
Category
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Fortress Garden Bazaar
Budapest

Candidate: Swietelsky Hungary Ltd
Investor: Fortress Management not for profit Ltd Csaba GYUTAI managing director
Designer: KÖZTI Architects & Engineers Co. Ferenc POTZNER (leading architect)
Main Contractor: Swietelsky Hungary Ltd, West Hungária Bau Ltd

The Fortress Garden Bazaar was constructed
in XIXth century, and was designed by Miklós
Ybl, the leading Hungarian architect of that
period. Over the last 25 years the building and
its environment was derelict, and in a very poor
state of disrepair. Due to its carefully considered
renovation, this important collection of buildings
has once again become an important attraction
for both Hungarian and foreign visitors alike.
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II.

Award

Special Award
from the Budapest Chamber of
Architects

Downtown redevelopment
of XIIIth Budapest district

Candidate: Municipality of the XIIIth Budapest district
Investor: Municipality of the XIIIth Budapest district and various private and public investors
Designer: Different designers taking part in the redevelopment of the XIIIth District
Main Contractor: Different companies taking part in the redevelopment of the XIIIth District

This project was a complex downtown redevelopment of a
large area of the centrally located XIIIth Budapest district.
After the significant economic changes that started in
1990, the former industrial zones fell into a state of disuse.
The municipality analyzed the situation, creating all the
frameworks, regulations and rules needed for redevelopment
of the brown zones, and the whole district. Private investors
understood the huge potential of the territory, and as a result
offices, residential buildings and shopping centres were built.
The municipality also took part in the development activity,
constructing cultural centres, schools, kindergartens and
social housing.
One Important element of this project was to renew the
‘ecological flavour’ of the district. Moreover, and in line
with sustainability and ecological concerns , this district has
become the leader in the field of sustainable construction.

Special Award
from the Residential Market
Media Group
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III.
Award

Kossuth Lajos square
Budapest

Candidate: Parliamentary affairs office, KÖZTI Architects & Engineers plc, KÉSz Construction Co, Óbuda-Újlak Co.
Investor: Parliamentary affairs office
Designer: KÖZTI Architects & Engineers Co. plc Zoltán TIMA Architect
Main Contractor: KÉSz Construction Co

The Kossuth Lajos square is the most important place
in Hungary since official state events are organized
around the parliament building here.
Before the redevelopment, different parking places
and surface level traffic disturbed the normal use of
the area. Under the square, a 3 level parking area and
an underground visitor centre was built. All traffic
was blocked at surface level except for a tram line. As
a result of this arrangement, the square was turned
into a high quality place for official events.
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The Winner
of the Hotel
Category
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Prestige Hotel
Budapest

A residential building situated in the city centre, it was
constructed around 1861 in an eclectic style and was
later transformed into an elegant 5 star hotel.
The success of the hotel was based on the careful
renovation, excellent interior design, and the high
quality original furniture.

Candidate: Avantgard Hotel Ltd
Investor: Avantgard Hotel Ltd , Mazen al Ramahi
Designer: Petur Studió, Péter HEGEDÜS and Ágnes BOLYÓ architects
Main Contractor: METO-Construction CO., Csaba TÓTH
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The Special
Award of the
Hungarian
Real Estate
Association

The Cement Factory
Királyegyháza

Candidate: Lafarge Cement Hungary Ltd
Investor: Lafarge Cement Hungary Ltd, István MIKITA managing director
Main Designer: M Engineering Office Ltd, Tamás PERL architect
Main Contractor: Strabag MML Ltd, Zsolt BOGYAI

The Cement Factory is an unique industrial
development. It is an example of how an industrial
complex can look attractive and be functional at the
same time. There are a lot of interesting details, and
it was built using environmentally friendly materials,
and engineered implementing high quality technical
solutions. Due to the compact lay out, the amount of
territory utilised by the factory is about 40% less than
the usual area required for such an industrial plant.
An environmentally friendly railway is used for the
transportation of materials, and in terms of technology,
the best filters were used, so the agricultural fields
around the plant are not harmed by pollutants.
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The Winner
of the Retail
Category

Váci 1 Shopping and office building
Budapest

Candidate: Horizon Development Ltd
Investor: Horizon Development Ltd
Designer: DVM Design Ltd Tibor MASSANYI managing director
Main Contractor: DVM Construction Ltd

This 100 hundred year old construction was
transformed into a multi-functional building with the
utmost care. The main function is retail, but on the
upper levels an office complex was also created.
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The Winner
of the Public
Infrastructure
Development
Category
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Teleki László square
Budapest

The municipality managed the renewal of the local market and the green areas around
it. The landscape design was made with the active participation of the local citizens.
As a result, one of the worst areas of the district became a popular place for all
generations. In the park, there are well-equipped play grounds for children of different
ages, which are clearly separated. There is also a calm and relaxing space for senior
citizens.

Candidate: Municipality of Józsefváros, the VIIIth district of Budapest
Investor: Municipality of Józsefváros, the VIIIth district of Budapest
Designer: Újirány Landscape Architecture Ltd, Árpád KOVÁCS, Dominka TIHANY landscape designers
Main Contractor: ZÖFE Ltd
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The Special
Award of the
Hungarian Hotel
& Restaurant
Association

Bambara Hotel
Felsőtárkány

Candidate: Témapark Ltd
Investor: Shiraz Team Ltd
Designer: KÖZTI Co, Péter POTTYONDI leading architect
Main Contractor: Diagrál Ltd

The Bambara Hotel was constructed in the
middle of a wood on a site, which was a former
children’s camp. The design concept was inspired
by Malian architecture, as the investor has a
close relationship with this country.
The developer successfully adapted African
architectural design features to a special European environment utilizing modern technical
solutions. As a result, a very popular and
interesting hotel was created, where visitors can
relax from the hustle and bustle of city life. The
fresh air, forest, hilly environment, spa facilities,
comfortable rooms, and excellent hotel cuisine
ideally serve the guests, and it has proven itself
to be a popular destination among Hungarian
and foreign tourists.
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The Special
Award from
the Association
of Hungarian
Construction
Companies

Diósgyőri vár
Miskolc

Candidate: Municipality of Miskolc
Investor: Municipality of Miskolc, László ROSTÁS main architect of Miskolc
Designer: Manual Arts Designer Studio Ltd. Gyula CSÉFALVAY, leading architect, György SZEKÉR,Judit BOTOS architects
Interior design: István FERENC leading architect
Main Contractor: Zeron Co. József TÓTH

The Fortress of Diósgyőr, constructed in the middle
ages, fell into a poor state of disrepair over the last
400 years. After a long period of consultation and
preparation, it was decided to restore and revitalise
this historical monument. Inside the fortress, the
different rooms were renovated and equipped for
different functions. In addition, a historical museum,
showing life in the fortress, a multi-functional hall
catering for conferences, music concerts and different
performances, and meetings etc. were all created.
The chapel was also renovated, and can actually be
used for wedding ceremonies. Due to this carefully
implemented restoration project, these important
historical buildings have once again become an
important attraction for both Hungarians and foreign
visitors alike.
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The Winner of
the Sustainable
Development
Category

The Special
Award from
the Association
of Hungarian
Sustainable
Construction
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Barack Thermal Hotel & Spa****
Tiszakécske

Applicant: Tiszaparti Thermal spa, Camping and Restaurant Ltd and Barack Thermal Hotel & Spa
Investor: Tiszaparti Thermal spa, Camping and Restaurant Ltd
Designer: 3C Ltd, Csaba NÉMETH architect
Interior design: MSE Art & Design, Emese SZABADOS
Main Contractor: Gomép Ltd

The Barack Thermal Hotel and Spa was constructed
near Tisza, the second largest river in Hungary. The
place is far off the main tourist trail, therefore
the private investor, a Hungarian family, took a
considerable financial risk with this development.
However, if someone believes that his or her dream is
a positive one, it can prove to be successful given time
and effort.
The hotel functions well with the occupancy rate being
higher than the other spa hotels in the region. The
guests have everything they require for relaxation.
The hotel and the spa, situated above local thermal
waters, which are also used to heat the whole complex,
is frequented by people mostly arriving for specialist
medical treatment. Finally, the advanced technical
solutions utilized help to raise the popularity of the
hotel as a destination.
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Toucan Design www.toucandesign.hu

